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FIELDLINE® BIG HORN BACKPACK: BLENDS IN, YET STANDS OUT FROM THE CROWD 

 Versatility and Capacity Put This Pack Ahead of the Rest 
 

The demands of the outdoors — and outdoor enthusiasts like you — require a pack that can take the weather,  

and your gear in stride.  That’s why Fieldline® has once again answered the hunter’s call with a backpack that is 
strategically designed to meet the unique needs of hunters and avid sportsmen — the Fieldline Big Horn™ pack.  

A large zippered main storage compartment with hydration-ready pocket (bladder not included) will consume just  

about anything you want to feed it — clothing, food, ammo, flashlight, first aid kit and more.  Hook on more gear  

with Fieldline’s innovative Buddy LokTM modular locking system, an ingenious design that makes it a snap to  

integrate the Big Horn Backpack with other compatible Fieldline specialty pouches for the ultimate in mix n’ match 

versatility.  Just when you thought this pack has taken all it could handle, it takes more with four exterior storage  
pockets to keep vital gear like your GPS unit, pocket knife and other essentials handy.  

For maximum comfort, your Fieldline Big Horn pack not only has a cool mesh, foam-molded padded back, it also  

features adjustable articulated padded shoulder straps and adjustable waist and chest strap to help keep the pack 
balanced and easy to carry over hill and dale.  

Even hard-core hunting enthusiasts who might shun anything less than a sunrise-to-sunset trip have been known  

to take a quick excursion into the big outdoors.  Your Fieldline Big Horn pack is ready, with detachable waist pack  
that stores the essentials without the commitment and weight of the full-on pack.  

Any hunter at any time will want water on hand — Fieldline has you covered with the Big Horn’s two included sport  

bottles, designed to fit into specialized side pockets. 

Big Horn is constructed of a lightweight, camouflage material, in your choice of Mossy Oak® Breakup® or  

Realtree® APTM to keep you under cover.  To serve you for years to come, the Big Horn pack is as durable as  
it is versatile.  Like all premium Fieldline products, the Big Horn Backpack is covered by a Lifetime Guarantee. 

 

Contact:  Jonina Costello / jcostello@full-throttlecom.com 
  Jason Bear / jbear@full-throttlecom.com 
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To learn more about Fieldline’s Big Horn Backpack or any of the company’s rugged hunting gear and accessories,  

contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90032  92390 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353.  
www.fieldline.com. 

Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 


